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Wharfedale, as a brand, was one of the very earliest



By now, Wharfedale had become a world-wide phe-



A further change of ownership in 1997 led to



pioneers of high-quality audio reproduction. Founded in



nomenon. Towards the end of his days, Gilbert reflected



Wharfedale becoming the foundation for the growing



1932 by Mr. Gilbert Briggs, the company started life as



upon a lifetime of achievement and rekindled his first



‘International Audio Group’ of companies. This time the



a tiny cottage production line with Gilbert aided by his



passion – that which had first introduced him to the



investment was targeted at bringing Wharfedale back to



wife, Edna, in the manufacture of their first drive units.



pursuit of high-fidelity reproduction – the piano. Having



its roots – the finest loudspeaker products in their class



Indeed, the first drive units ever made by Wharfedale,



owned over 40 different models over his lifetime, he set-



(or as Gilbert Briggs used to say ‘A fair price is the best



the ‘Bronze’ model which won first prize in the



tled into retirement with a Steinway Grand.



way of doing business’).



factured in Gilbert’s own attic in the sleepy village of



Before his retirement, Gilbert had looked to take



Today, to achieve this, the company has a dedicated



Idle, near Bradford in the valley of the river ‘Wharfe’.



Wharfedale to the next level of development. In the



1.5 million square foot manufacturing operation in



early 1970s, the massive ‘Rank’ corporation took a con-



which every single product and process takes place



As one of the true forefathers of audio, Gilbert grew



trolling interest in the company, investing vast sums to



in-house.



the company, setting up his first small factory in 1933.



make Wharfedale a household name around the world.



By 1939, Wharfedale were producing around 9,000



In the days before globalisation, Wharfedale had



The raw materials are metal, wood and various plastics



speakers a year, but during the second half of the war,



already achieved a level of recognition in stark contrast



and polymers – the end results are the loudspeakers.



loudspeaker production was suspended in favour of



with the humble roots from which it was born.



We manufacture every cone; every voice-coil; every



‘Bradford Radio Society’ annual competition was manu-



manufacturing transformers for use by the Admiralty.



cabinet; every crossover component; every chassis and Development continued apace - new materials and



terminal we use in every loudspeaker product. With



Gilbert, by this time had emerged, along with a small



technologies made the design of loudspeakers a much



this level of vertical integration we are not only able



group of similarly-minded music enthusiasts as a leading



more scientific process. For the first time it was possible



to guarantee the best price and value possible of our



authority in acoustics and so, he came to publish his



to precisely analyse the minute diaphragm movements



finished products, we are able to guarantee the quality



first book ‘Loudspeakers – The why and how of good



and resonances at even the highest audible frequencies.



and performance of every loudspeaker and sub-assem-



reproduction’ in 1948. His fame and career began to



Wharfedale pioneered the use of ‘Laser Interferometry’,



bly we make.



snowball both sides of the Atlantic. At the same time



one such method of analysing these movements, and



he was designing ever more sophisticated loudspeaker



introduced the world to a new generation of accuracy



This makes the design of any new loudspeaker an



systems, introducing crossovers and multi-way loud-



and neutrality in loudspeaker design.



acoustic engineer’s dream. Instead of having to use



speaker systems to eager post-war consumers. Business



off-the-shelf components from a catalogue as most other



was booming, the age of high-fidelity had arrived and



In the 1980s, the world was about to change again. The



purported ‘hi-fi’ companies choose to, we are able to



Wharfedale was on a roll.



introduction of the portable cassette and Compact disc



build a complete vision – to engineer every single com-



player introduced consumers to a world of portability



ponent from scratch to achieve a harmony in perform-



and ever smaller, more discrete audio products.



ance and balance. Through this ‘complete engineering’



The fame of Wharfedale loudspeakers grew, as did Gilbert’s reputation within the industry he dedicated his



approach, which is applied to every single loudspeaker



life towards. In the early 1950s Gilbert embarked on



What the world needed was a small, compact loud-



we make, we can reach standards out of reach for most



an ambitious collaboration with a close friend and col-



speaker system capable of true high-fidelity reproduction



manufacturers. In total, Wharfedale manufactures over



league, Quad’s ‘Peter Walker’. The aim of the project



- and in 1981, the first ever Wharfedale Diamond was



500 different drive units across our hi-fi and professional



was to educate the masses as to the benefits of ‘high-



introduced to massive critical acclaim.



audio ranges – each one designed from scratch and



fidelity’ audio. With Quad supplying the amplification



Gilbert Briggs, one of the forefathers of modern audio and founder of the ‘Wharfedale Wireless Works’ in 1932 (shown here stood on the right)
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tuned perfectly for its intended application.



and Wharfedale building the loudspeaker systems, they



The first Diamond was an unassuming single model,



took to the road in what was to become an industry-



two way loudspeaker with a modest cabinet design and



The next time you look at a loudspeaker, think about



defining serious of concerts in which audiences were



understated appearance, but what it achieved in terms



how much has gone into its manufacture. With a



invited to experience live versus recorded music first



of performance and outright value for money was to



Wharfedale loudspeaker, you get over 75 years of



hand. Touring the UK and the USA, playing venues



lay the path for a further eight successive generations of



experience; the most advanced research and develop-



as auspicious as the Royal Festival Hall in London and



Diamond loudspeaker, and was to become the best sell-



ment programme; and the most vertically integrated and



Carnegie Hall in New York, they played to packed audi-



ing British loudspeaker series of all time with over one



thorough manufacturing and quality control process in



ences wherever they went.



million pairs sold world-wide.



the industry.



AIREDALE



The Airedale speakers are Wharfedale’s Signature series. Designed as a statement of our manufacturing capabilities by Head of Engineering, Steve Hewlett, The Airedales represent a fusion of traditional design with the best of both traditional and modern materials. Truly Superlative transducers, both models have won the very highest critical acclaim from specialist magazines around the world. Each drive unit has been developed without compromise. The bass driver, for example, uses a unique ‘tri-laminate’ cone - a sandwich of woven Carbon fibre between two woven Glass fibre composite layers to provide incredible stiffness, yet with the internal damping necessary to prevent ‘ringing’ . The motor unit uses a rare-earth ‘Alnico’ magnet system to improve venting and retain complete grip of the cone movement. Whilst most ‘extreme’ high-end loudspeaker manufacturers buy in drive units from third party suppliers, we are proud to have developed entirely in-house what is without doubt, one of the finest drive units ever conceived.
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The heritage is our finest loudspeaker,



The smaller sibling in the



a hand-built wax-oiled American



Airedale family, the Neo



walnut cabinet with 5 separate drive



offers unparalleled realism



units, each measured and approved



and ultimate standards of



within 0.5dB or reference. This is the



performance – relaxed and



ultimate loudspeaker system.



capable in every sense.



OPUS Opus, now in it’s second generation, is a practical and aurally breathtaking loudspeaker system for the serious audiophile. Perfectly balanced and sure of foot, Opus loudspeakers communicate not just the music as it was recorded, but also the very essence of the performance. With technology derived from the Airedale series, Opus includes an advanced mid-range ‘dome’ driver which not only presents a mid-range unbroken by crossover - from 600Hz to 6 kHz, it also integrates perfectly with the dispersion characteristic presented from the 25mm silk-dome tweeter. Beautiful, traditionally made real veneer cabinets finished with seven coats of piano lacquer, disguise one of the most technologically advanced loudspeaker systems in the world. Using KEVLAR®, Carbon Fibre, Neodymium, advanced cast alloy Chassis and high-purity OFC internal wiring – this is a range designed and built without compromise..



Finishes (all models) Piano / Satin Cherry



Piano / Satin Rosewood



Piano / Satin Bird’s Eye Maple



Piano Black



Wharfedale has developed the



A new version of our award-winning high



Opus mid-range driver directly



frequency driver has been employed in



from that used in the Airedale



the new Opus. A copper-coated aluminium



models. Covering the frequency



voice-coil is lighter and hence much faster



range from 600Hz to 6kHz, the



than previous models. With less inertia and



entire vocal range is unbroken.



stronger magnets, precision and accuracy



The result? - a remarkably natural



are better than ever.



presentation and fluid mid-range.
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EVOLUTION When the original Wharfedale Pacific was launched in 2000, the quality of materials used and the ultimate performance turned the ‘specialist hi-fi loudspeaker’ one its head. Never before had such advanced materials been employed to such great effect in what was essentially a mid-priced loudspeaker system. When the successor, the Wharfedale ‘Evolution’, was launched - again praise for performance and quality of build came from all corners of the world and the bar was again raised for the competition. Now, once more, we are ready to raise the standards and are proud to introduce the EVO2 system - a series of loudspeakers which should be considered as nothing short of ‘remarkable’. The latest generation of the EVO loudspeaker system has been upgraded in almost every respect over the multi-award-winning originals. A cast alloy bass driver chassis; a new high-bandwidth tweeter unit and a revolutionary new cabinet construction method have resulted in lower distortion, lower cabinet resonance and a perfectly balanced crossover such that the performance is once again, best in class. Evo2 loudspeakers are available in a huge range of models to suit both two channel and home-cinema systems - for the discerning enthusiast.



Finishes (all models) Beech / Black trim



Black Ash / Black trim



Cherry / Black trim



Rosewood / Black trim



The latest Evolution loudspeakers are remarkable in every respect. Like their larger siblings, they feature the latest materials including KEVLAR®, real wood veneers, and a brand new multi-density laminate cabinet construction which all but eliminates cabinet colouration. Every model undergoes a rigorous testing procedure in both anechoic and real-world listening environments to achieve a perfectly balanced performance.
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DIAMOND Diamond 9, the latest iteration of the legendary Diamond loudspeaker series needs little introduction. With over a million pairs sold world-wide since the first Diamond was launched in 1981, the Diamond remains the world’s favourite entry point to real hi-fidelity reproduction. Over the decades Wharfedale’s Diamond has introduced numerous technologies, previously reserved for exclusive high-end loudspeakers, into the realms of affordability. Never before, however, has an entry level range boasted such a range of technology and a performance, agreed by critics, to shame competitors costing many many times as much. The use of KEVLAR® as a bass cone material was first introduced in the Diamond 8 series - this revolutionised the quality expected at these prices. Now the Diamond 9 series adds an ‘Open frame cast alloy chassis’ - when most competitors still use plastic - and lest we forget, a brand new construction method allowing curved cabinets to be introduced for the first time ever at these prices. Numerous international awards and plaudits have cemented the rightful position of the 9th generation of Diamond as the finest loudspeaker in its class - bar none.



Finishes (all models) Beech / Black trim



Black Ash / Black trim



Cherry / Black trim



Rosewood / Black trim



Silver / Silver trim
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The Diamond 9 series



Neodymium is the variety



The twin port arrangement on



bass drivers were the first



of ‘rare-earth’ magnet used



smaller Diamond 9 models



in their class to feature



in Diamond loudspeaker



allows the drive units to



open frame chassis.



tweeters. With extremely



breathe freely with minimal



Using advanced alloys,



strong magnetic fields, the



turbulence or noise. Our



we are able to cast to



tweeter voice coil is able to



unique configuration also



exact shapes, to minimise



start and stop in an instant.



reduces harmonic distortion



rear cone reflection and



This gives incredible accuracy



by up to 30% through the



create extra strength.



to high-frequency signals.



mid-range.



CRYSTAL Crystal, also now in its second generation was born from our materials research program, looking for recyclable alternatives to the more expensive cone materials such as carbon fibre or KEVLAR®. Performance standards, even for more affordable Wharfedale loudspeakers have to be exemplary and this requires a very special cone material. The virtues of KEVLAR® have long been understood in their application to loudspeaker cones. The ratio of strength to weight means really light cones (and that means fast and accurate) can be designed, and given the appropriate expertise in cone design, they can also have exceptional internal damping propertites. During our research, we discovered that by using bundles of polypropylene fibres, woven in a similar matrix to KEVLAR®, a material approaching the performance of KEVLAR® could be achieved - yet at a fraction of the cost. The problem was that ‘resinbonding’ the structure to form a rigid three-dimensional shape was near impossible. After further research, it was discovered that by subjecting the loose woven cone to heat and pressure, a skin would form which not only provided the three-dimensional strength required, it also further improved the internal damping within the resultant cone. The cone material, now known as HCWPP forms the basis of Crystal series drive units. The natural, relaxed nature of the Crystal loudspeakers is a breath of fresh air within its class, preserving recording with their original delicacy and finesse – never sounding compressed and hard as lesser speaker systems often can.



Finishes (all models) Black Ash



Rosewood



Light Beech



Winter Maple
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SW Series The foundation of any good home cinema system is the subwoofer. Whilst it might seem insignificant when using large front speakers, the role of the subwoofer is not simply to reinforce the bass from the other speakers - it’s a separately recorded channel on most DVD soundtracks which tends to have a much greater dynamic range than even the largest floorstanding speakers can handle - hence the need for a dedicated subwoofer. When purchasing a dedicated subwoofer, however, most customers choose also to use their subwoofer with rather more refined stereo recordings. So whilst it is essential that the subwoofer has enough power and drive for even the biggest movie sound-effects - it also needs to be fleet of foot and musical with precision and accuracy to meet the requirements of the discerning audiophile. The SW subwoofers combine the best of both worlds. The larger sealed unit models have incredible refinement, yet plenty of punch when required. The SW-250, 300 and 380 models also feature full remote control capabilities for easy setup and adjustment.



Vinyl Finishes (SW-150/ SW-250)



Piano Finishes (SW-300/ SW-380)



Beech



Beech



Black



Black Ash



Cherry



Bird’s Eye Maple



Maple



Dark Walnut



Cherry



Rosewood



Light Oak



Rosewood



Silver



Maple



Winter Maple
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Veneer Finishes (SW-250/ SW-300)



RS-10 The age of flat-panel televisions has brought something of a revolution to our living environments. Many customers are now beginning to free up valuable floorspace, mounting their television and audio systems on the wall. This has, in turn, had a profound effect on the type of loudspeakers demanded for good quality home cinema systems. Most traditional hi-fi loudspeakers, for example, are designed to work with a certain amount of free space around them. If you were to try wall mounting them, you would most likely find the bass levels would suffer from ‘boundry gain’ and would begin to dominate the sound-field to the detriment of clarity and neutrality. Instead, it’s back to the drawing board. A wall mounted speaker should be designed from the outset to be wall-mounted, with the balance and dispersion characteristic optimised for such a purpose. It also needs to be stylish, yet blend well with a wide variety of wall-mounted screens to create a harmonious performance and aesthetic. The RS-10 system consists of 4 satellite speakers and a dedicated centre speaker, all designed specifically to use the ‘boundry gain’ from the wall to achieve an ideal sound field. A special low-profile subwoofer, derived from our award-winning SW series is also included in the package and includes a full function remote control ,allowing you to calibrate your system from a range of listening positions. The RS-10 system includes a discreet wiring system which masks the loudspeaker terminals, yet still allows these to be of appropriately high-quality. Wall-mount brackets are included within the 5.1 package to facilitate easy installation. RS-10 is a must for style-concious home cinema enthusiasts who want all of the performance of a superb-quality hi-fi system, without the compromises involved in using more traditional loudspeakers.



Finishes (all models) Silver / Black



Gloss Black



RS-10 uses a novel construction system with a solid cast alloy rear baffle coupled to an injection moulded front baffle. The bass/mid drive units are arranged around the central tweeter for an improved point-source dispersion characteristic. The terminals are hidden in an integral front section for a totally discrete installation.
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IAG House, Sovereign Court Ermine Business Park Huntingdon, Cambs PE29 6XU Tel: +44 (0) 1480 447700 Fax: +44 (0) 1480 431767



CBWFD .08.2007



www.wharfedale.co.uk



The information in this brochure is subject to change without notice. All rights to the mentioned trademarks reside with their respective companies. All rights reserved. ©2007 Wharfedale International Ltd. Wharfedale is a member of the International Audio Group.
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product guide - car-hifi-pool 

DolbyÂ® Pro-LogicÂ® II .... The all MOSFET 2/4-channel amps pack enough power to run 2-Ohm or 4-Ohm subwoofers with ease and their dual function EQ can ...
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Product catalogue 

Meuble de rangement compact étroit, pour outils, avec tiroir vertical unique à serrure, présentant un panneau ..... Prise électrique double et pieds réglables.
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Product Catalogue 

Special Game Srl dei fratelli Velotti. Via L.Volpicella, 223. 80147 - Napoli - Italy. Tel. +39 081 5726854. Fax +39 081 2142142 [email protected]. Toy Story ...
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Product Guide - Section Loudspeaker Connectors - Neutrik 

(Wire position after assembly). 1 Easy and extremely precise locking system. "Quick Lock". 2 Improved grip on latch. 3 1 piece strain relief, chuck for 7 to 14.5 mm.
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Product Catalogue - Evezet 

Padded seat with pole holder .... The New Precision FXT 16m Pole has to be seen to be believed. ... the quality to cope with the rigours of modern match fishing.
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Catalogue de produits Product catalogue - Colabor 

6931 â€¢ PÃªche / Peach. 6935 â€¢ Raisin / Grape. 6936 â€¢ Punch aux fruits / Fruit Punch. Miel naturel, liquide, dorÃ©. Golden Natural Liquid Honey. ChaudiÃ¨re / Pail.
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Catalogue de produits Product catalogue - Colabor 

Fruits surgelÃ©s IQF. Frozen Fruits IQF. Sac / Bag. 5 x 1 kg. 93232 â€¢ Bleuets / Blueberries. 93236 â€¢ Fraises / Strawberries. 93237 â€¢ Framboises / Raspberries.
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PRODUCT CATALOGUE CATALOGUE des PRODUITS 

PREinSULATED PiPE SYSTEm PRim S.A. LUBLin. A 1.1. A 1.1 ... EN ISO 14001:2004 standards and certified by a Certification Centre TÜV CERT in Katowice. ... diameters, wall thicknesses and tolerances per PN-EN 253 and PN-EN 10220.
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Outdoor Loudspeaker 

M10 threaded bolt without additional accessories. Mounting ... Powerful with high efficiency ... A three-way ceramic terminal block with screw connections.
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Loudspeaker linearization 

May 31, 2004 - The system is modelled with a non-linear Volterra model. ..... The EVM board contains both the DSP, external memory (128 MB), AD/DA ...... [16] J. G. Proakis and D. G. Manolakis, Digital Signal Processing. ... [19] L. Sun, â€œVoip mean
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17027149_1115 BS LT NLO.book - WSS Product Catalogue 

7.9 Bohrfutter mit Schnellwechselsystem. Verwenden Sie nur original Metabo ZubehÃ¶r. Quick (bei BS 14.4 LT Quick, BS 18 LT. Verwenden Sie nur ZubehÃ¶r, das die in dieser. Quick) Abb. I. Betriebsanleitung angegebenen Anforderungen. Abnehmen: Verriegel
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PRODUCT CATALOGUE 2014 MILITARY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Napoleon pocket with wiring eyelet. â€¢. Two internal chest ..... Flat, zipped Napoleon chest pockets with internal ... Adjustable cuffs (Canadian buttons). Product ...
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Product Catalogue Outokumpu Stainless Tubular ... - espace inox 

The top blue field with the Outokumpu .... Products with the common brand Outokumpu we continue our determined strategy to grow and ... In 2005, the Group's sales ... DIN 17455 is used as one out of three standards for sheet welded pipe.
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DSP-AX450 - HiFi vintage 

Remove 2 screws (5) and then slide the Sub Chassis Unit forward. (Fig. 1) b. Loosen the harness fixture fixing the cable. c. Remove CB306, CB309, CB505 and ...
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AUTO-HIFI - al101fr 

4 x 40 Watt Max. CD-Tuner avec rÃ©production. MP3 / CD-R / CD-RW, lecteur carte mÃ©moire MMC/SD et porte USB intÃ©grÃ©s, faÃ§ade amovible et radio PLL-FM.
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75 - HiFi vintage 

MP3 (ISO 9660). : 96, 112, 128, 256 kbps & ...... 3258 F10. 3259 F10. 3260 F11. 3261 F11. 3262 G5. 3263 G6. 3264 F13. 3265 G6. 3266 G12 ...... DQS0. 115. UP1_5. 101. 102. UP1_6. UP1_7. 103. UP3_0. 104. UP3_1. 105. UP3_4. 106. 107.
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Loudspeaker Nonlinearities - Klippel GmbH 

FT. Fourier transform. Fm (x,I) electro-magnetic driving force (reluctance force) due to the variation of the inductance versus x,. HDn nth-order harmonic distortion ...
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The Electrodynamic Loudspeaker 

Jul 1, 2007 - float testin[1100], testout[110], model[110], pi = 3.1415927; float *testinpk = &testin[0], *testoutpk = &testout[0], *modelpk = &model[0];.
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6L6GC spec - Loudspeaker freaks 

93mm (3.605 in.) Overall height. 108mm (4.252 in.) Diameter of base. 34mm (1.339 in.) Net weight. 65 grams. Maximum ratings. DC plate voltage VP. 500. V.
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NR1501 - Hifi Vintage 

Un amplificateur discret à 7 canaux revendiquant .... une lumière fluorescente ou une autre source ...... portable de tous les appareils audio électroniques.
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YST-SW320 - HiFi vintage 

One that lets the sound come through loud and clear without annoying .... line only when the POWER switch on the rear panel is set in the OFF ..... If that occurs, set the AUTO. STANDBY ... position. However, according to your speaker systems.
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NR1501 - Hifi Vintage 

Cette prise d'entrée audio accepte les raccordements à un lecteur audio .... À raccorder à un composant Marantz équipé de ...... sur une étagère étroite ou dans.
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Service Manual - HiFi vintage 

Please use this service manual with referring to the user guide ( D.F.U. ) without ...... Adjust variable resistors (RM114, RM214, ..., RM614) according to the digital .... Matsushita Electronic Components Co., Ltd. Part No. (MJI). Type No. (MEC).
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DSP-AX450 - HiFi vintage 

â€œF1, 2: FOR CONTINUED PROTECTION AGAINST RISK OF FIRE, REPLACE ... The P.C.B.s installed in this unit are soldered using the ...... circuit. Register. Result of status change detection. Bypass. To each control section ..... /IC. Is. Initial clear i
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